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hades told zatouji that when hades was a child, he never wanted to do anything that would anger or worry his father hades. but one day, he was hunting in the under world with his pet basilisk serpent, and saw
a unknown boy with a cloud of dust and a pair of red eyes. hades did not believe the boy was real, so hades told the boy to get lost. but the boy told hades to give the land to him, as he was the son of the greek
god zeus. hades was shocked. zeus had died long ago, so the boy was probably lying, or was a fool. hades was so angry, he sealed the boy away in a giant hole in the ground. but the boy kept laughing. hades

was still puzzled, and ran to the hole to see why the boy was laughing. he found the boy was really zeus. hades was so angry, he tried to kill him, but zeus cut the serpent hades' head off and it released a deadly
poison that killed hades. but, as he step inside, tatsu sees a huge machine that isnt that is able to scan anything with it electronic eyes. as he step closer, tatsu was able to feel his own dna inside of it along with

the monster he transform into's dna, but tatsu somehow noticed that the machine has a mind of its own and was able to differentiate between the two of them, making tatsu realize that the monster he
transform into was the one who were the last of the beast that has a fate to be the next celestial dragons of the earth. he first tried to burn the unstable portal by kicking the piece of debris off the unstable

portal that was growing by seconds in size. after kicking the debris off of the portal, a beam of intense energy started shooting out of the portal, that instantly melted the debris and completely destroyed the
unstable portal. cerberus and disufiroa stand back and look at the destroyed portal, cerberus say that it was a success for him that was his first time trying to destroy something. disufiroa say that he also

destroyed it with his signature move, while cerberus and disufiroa continue to walk away. the third monster suddenly notice that the unstable portal is still growing, so he ran to it and pull the mysterious object
off of it, causing the portal to shrink instantly. cerberus and disufiroa got back into action and stopped the portal from shrinking and said that they did not have time to explain more about it, since the portal was

growing fast again. disufiroa then lead cerberus and explained that the unstable portal was growing by seconds and hours.
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disufiroa say that they would explain
about the strange object in a moment
and that they only need time to get to

their destination so they can leave
pet forest and not be caught by the

guards. as soon as they walk into the
door that leads outside the facility,

cerberus, disufiroa, and barioth starts
to run into a hole in the ground, the

three monsters throws off the ground
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as they fly away from the facility.
from the hole that they are flying into,

there is a black hole in the ground,
with a blue light coming out of it. a

spirit appear out of the hole and say
that they are late for an important

event. cerberus says "yes, this is our
first time there. this hole has been
used to transport us to important

events. we are excited to see whats
inside." the spirit that appeared out of
the hole looks like its body was made
out of ice, it has a helmet shaped like
a dragon head, and has a light blue

aura. it says that he will take them to
the next event, then he disappear
into the black hole. as soon as the

three monsters step out of the hole,
they were all in a dark forest where

there was very few people there. the
forest is full of trees, the most
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important being the magic tree, which
is the first tree that they see. when
they first enter the forest, they are
moving in slow motion, they start
running in slow motion when they

notice that the forest is full of
monsters of all sorts. there are

monsters running around on the
trees, monsters that are running on
the ground, and monsters that are

running on the ground. the monsters
that are running on the ground are
one of the most dangerous species

the monsters are, they are called the
dogmen, they are basically monsters
that are half animal and half human.
there are monsters that are running
on the trees and they are called the
bigfoot, they are monsters that are
half animal and half giant. they can
climb up the trees with their hands
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and feet, and they have an arm that
is like a pole where they can grab

things. there are monsters that are
running on the ground that are the
most dangerous monsters, they are

called the ogopogo, monsters that are
half animal and half leviathan.
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